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Rabbi Michael S. Beals October 3, 2010

Wilmington, Delaware

Gladys Lieberman Weiner

Eudice bat Aaron v’Kayla

July 24, 1920 – October 1, 2010

On the day that Gladys Weiner died, Jews all throughout the Diaspora were

marking the holiday of Simchat Torah. On that day, we read the last verses of the

Torah, from Deuteronomy, which narrates the death of Moses. We immediately

turn around, and begin reading the first verses from Genesis, which describes

Creation. I cannot think of a more appropriate way of thinking about Gladys’

passing. To her family, she was as monumental a figure as Moses, and her passing

will leave a large void in their lives. And as I share with you the words of her

daughter, Karen, you will get a glimpse into Gladys’ creative genius, which

reflects so beautifully the creative genius found in the original Divine act of

Creation which we celebrate at this time of year.

Gladys Weiner was an accomplished fiber artist and visionary whose

whimsical, freeform motifs in sisal and thread anticipated the work of crafts

leaders in fiber sculpture several decades years later. She was born on July 24,

1920, to Abraham and Clara Lieberman, in Philadelphia. Gladys was one of six

children. Her brothers, Harry, Norman, Morris, and Elkton Lieberman and her
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sister Esther Rosenthal, have all since passed. It would be nice to imagine that

they have now all been reunited on High.

Gladys showed talent in the arts from an early age. She started pursuing her

lifelong passion in the painting medium, studying with Edward Loper. Travels in

the U.S. and Europe, and classes from leading crafts people, brought her to the

emerging crafts movement which challenged the traditional bifurcation between

art/craft by using crafts techniques to create art forms. She was drawn to textiles

and her interests encompassed beading, crochet, basketry, batik, tie die and

weaving. She utilized techniques and materials from all of these crafts as well as

creating textiles, dyeing fibers in her Wilmington studio. Her work was also

inspired by the Native American Lenape tribe of Delaware. She used their basket

weaving techniques, combining them with indigenous materials she collected in

fields and swamps.

Her work was exhibited in the Delaware Art Museum and published in

Contemporary Basketry. She also enjoyed sharing her love of craft with friends,

giving them basket weaving classes in her studio. Gladys also shared her skills as

a volunteer in the Wilmington Public Schools.
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An artist in outlook, she anticipated social, cultural and environmental

trends, and was a great source of inspiration for her family. She was a cherished

and respected friend and devoted wife, lifelong companion and support to her

husband of 65 years, George. One cannot help but imagine that her husband’s

success as a civic and business leader in Wilmington was due, in large part, to the

support and encouragement he received from his Gladys. We wish comfort to

George in the days ahead. Gladys is also survived by her children, Karen, Lois,

Arthur and Jane; and grandchildren Kent, Kevin, Petra, Catherine, Jake and

Suzanne. She will be sorely missed by all. But Gladys’ artistic works and the

creative inspiration she has shared with others will live on. And every Simchat

Torah, when we bid farewell to Moses, and once again celebrate the Creation of

the World, in our opening verses from Genesis, our thoughts will naturally return

to Gladys, whose own creativity is reflected in that first act of Divine creativity.

May her memory always be for a blessing, and let us say amen.


